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Spring Cleaning for Your Estate Plan
Spring cleaning : some dread it and
some love it. Whatever your
disposition, it's good to dust off your
belongings and clean out the junk.
Estate Plans need some "cleaning" as
well. They need to be cared for,
reviewed, and updated as you and your
assets grow. Here are a few things to
consider when spring cleaning your
estate plan:

Have your distribution wishes changed?Have your distribution wishes changed?
Maybe your children have grown up or your family dynamic has
changed. Who gets your stuff -- and when they get it -- is at the core
of Estate Planning. These issues, while complicated, are much easier
to address when you regularly visit your plan and amend it to reflect
your wishes.

How long has it been since your documents were createdHow long has it been since your documents were created??
Some documents such as your medical directive need updating AT
LEAST every 5 years. Any major changes in your life or in the law
should be reflected in your estate planning documents. New family
member? Update! Moved states? Update!

Have your assets grown?Have your assets grown?
As your wealth accumulates, different strategies are needed to
protect it. The needs of a person with a $1 million estate differ from
those of a person with $10 million. If you have a new business or
new property or new investment, have those been included in your
planning?

A re your Personal Representative, Trustee, Guardian, and AgentA re your Personal Representative, Trustee, Guardian, and Agent
sti l l  capable?sti l l  capable?

People age, move, and circumstances change. Your appointments
need to reflect this. When dealing with your property and family,
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ensure the most qualified and prepared people will take on those
responsibilities.

A re your assets in your Trust?A re your assets in your Trust?
An unfunded Trust is about as useful as a Corvette without an
engine! As you go through life, you accumulate some assets and lose
others. Those new acquisitions need to be placed in your Trust to
benefit from the protective power of the instrument. Your home,
bank accounts, financial investments, life insurance, and business
interests, probably either belong in your trust or should have it as a
beneficiary. No one wants to go through probate, but your family
may have no choice if you don't take the time to properly fund your
Trust.

It's the Stuff in the House!It's the Stuff in the House!

At the March luncheon of the Salt Lake Estate Planning Council, attorney Jay Curtis, a friend,
colleague, and institution in the estate planning community, title his remarks "It's the Stuff in
the House!" When siblings fight after parents have passed on, it is usually over tangible
property in the house, not over investment portfolios or bank accounts. It's the small things;
the items of sentimental value - the ring that "mom said I could have" or the old revolver "dad
gave to me."

Every plan should include directions about the stuff in the house. For our plans, we always add
a memorandum of tangible personal property on which parents can identify those special items
of significance that are to be given to particular individuals. Please take the time to complete
this document. Let us walk you through it if you have questions.

We also recommend having a conversation with the children about your wishes and your plan.
We invite our clients with children to use our conference room as a meeting place and use us
as a facilitator for this meeting. Having open and honest communication with the children will
do more for preserving family relationships than all the estate planning in the world! Peace in
the family is the best gift you can leave your kids!

Plan Right Law had the privilege to present
an educational seminar for the Sandy-area
1st Responders. Our own David Wood
explained the necessity for estate planning
in high-risk professions.

These brave men and women put their lives
on the line for the public's safety and we
would be remiss to not take the chance to
thank them for their service.

Visit our Facebook pageFacebook page for some helpful and
instructive video from the seminar.
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